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APT41 – A SPY WHO STEALS OR A THIEF WHO SPIES
An advanced persistent threat (“APT”) is, typically, either a nation-state actor and aims
at benefiting its state through sabotage, espionage, or industrial espionage; or a
cybercriminal and its aims are to steal money through theft, fraud, ransom or blackmail.
The Chinese-based threat actor APT41 blurs the lines: known to have run financiallymotivated operations against the videogame industry as early as 2012, it got its notoriety
in 2013 when it started engaging in state-sponsored campaigns, notably the theft of
digital certificates which were later used to sign malware [1] [2].
Since December 2019, we have seen this threat actor exploiting vulnerabilities in products
such as ZOHO ManageEngine Desktop Central and Citrix Application Delivery Controller.
Within two to three weeks of the initial compromise the final attack, the encryption of
systems, is launched and a ransom is demanded.

THE INVESTIGATION
This case study is based on our most recent investigation into one of APT41’s operations
against a major global nonprofit organization. Our client contacted us at the end of March
2020 after discovering the ransom notes, shown in Figure 1, on several of its servers,
some of which had been rendered inoperable.

Figure 1 Ransom note left on systems

Initially, the ransom note looked like the ones left by the TimisoaraHackerTeam (see [3]
for an example of such note). However, differences started to cast doubt on that
attribution.
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Our client provided the virtual files of a server that had been encrypted. We examined it
and determined that:
•
•
•
•

The
The
The
The

threat actor used a commercial, off-the-shelf application, JetIco BestCrypt;
lateral movement to this computer originated on a domain controller;
system disk was left intact, the other drives were encrypted;
connection used a service account.

We then requested a forensic image of the domain controller.

THE BASE
Quickly, it became clear that that domain controller was the “base” from which the threat
actor operated.
In the logs, we identified a long, base64 encoded PowerShell script. While this is not
automatically malware, this also makes us suspicious. We show the decoded string in
Figure 2. The reader will find the usual signs of maliciousness: several layers of encoding
and obfuscation. In this case, we had the following sequence: base64 – base64/gzip –
base64/xor.

Figure 2 Decoded PowerShell script found in logs

Ultimately, the result is a binary string that contains executable code, which is copied to
memory and executed. This string is shown in Figure 3. It contains two important
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indicators: the user agent string “Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2;
Win64; x64; Trident/6.0)” and the IP address “176[.]123[.]3[.]104”.

Figure 3 Binary string copied to memory and executed

In the same event log, we found a second PowerShell script with the exact same content,
with the difference of the user agent string, which takes the new value “Mozilla/5.0
(compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0; BOIE9;ENUS)”.
The threat actor had achieved persistence through the use of a scheduled task called
“Windows Update Medic Service Daily” set to execute every day. At the time of the
acquisition, the executable was no longer present on the domain controller.

THE TOOLKIT
On the same domain controller, we found several tools dropped by the attacker at various
stages of its attack. In addition to the JetIco BestEncryption, we identified a threaded
pinger called “MiPing” present in \Windows\SysWOW64, and a tunneling client similar to
netcat, called “NATBypass”, present in \PerfLogs. Interestingly, in the same PerfLogs
directory we found the PsExec.exe file. We have no evidence this latter was executed.
The “MiPing” threaded pinger was executed in the early stages. It takes a list of
destinations, either IP addresses or hostnames, and returns a file called “o.txt” that
contains all the entries that responded.
The evidence left on the server shows that the threat actor first dumped the computer
lists from Active Directory, then extracted the hostnames from that list, that were used
as the input to “MiPing”. The names present in the output file correlate with the evidence
of lateral movement present both on the servers and in the network logs.
The “NATBypass” tool creates a tunnel between two computers, bypassing all firewalls
and access controls. We correlated the execution on the domain controller with outbound
connections on TCP/53, to the same IP address “176[.]123[.]3[.]104”. The execution of
“NATBypass” also correlates with a RDP connection on the domain controller, indicating
that the threat actor likely used “NATBypass” to access the local server from the outside.
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THE POINT OF ENTRY
In parallel to the analysis of the two systems above, our DFIR team deployed the VMWare
Carbon Black Defense1 agent on our client’s computers. On one machine, a virtual server
hosted in the cloud, the agent identified several malware files and communications with
the already known IP address “176[.]123[.]3[.]104”.
The first malware scans identified several files of interest, and an IOC scan identified
several more. Among the malware and files identified are trojans identified as “SWRORT”
and “DIPLE”, based on the penetration test framework CobaltStrike.
In addition to executable files (EXE and DLL), the malware scan identified an HTML
application (HTA), a batch script (BAT), and a cache file that belongs to the tool
CERTUTIL, a native Microsoft application.
CERTUTIL, when it downloads content from the Internet, creates two files: a “content”
file with the actual content and a “metadata” file that contains the information related to
the transfer. In our case, the metadata, shown in Figure 4, shows the URL from which
the malware file was retrieved, and provide another IP address “91[.]208[.]184[.]78”.

Figure 4 Metadata related to the malware content (certutil)

A reference to the batch script is found in the artifacts from another native tool, the
Background Intelligent Transfer Service (BITS). Two files, of which one is shown in Figure
6, contains the URL from which the batch file was retrieved. This provides a third IP
address “66[.]42[.]98[.]220”, and the destination port 12345.
The content of the batch script is shown in Figure 5. Notably, it creates a service called
“Storage Sync Service”, which calls the DLL “storesyncsvc.dll”, identified as malware.
This, in effect, achieves persistence.

1

https://www.carbonblack.com/
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Figure 5 Content of the batch script

Figure 6 BITS queue file

The examination of the PowerShell event logs shows the same download we found in the
BITS artifacts, as well as the download of the “storesyncsvc.dll” file, shown in Figure 7.
The same logs show the execution or attempted execution of a PowerShell script called
getcc.ps1, shown in Figure 8. This script was not present on the file system at the time
of the acquisition. The argument contains the IP address “119[.]28[.]226[.]59”.
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Figure 7 Download of "storesyncsvc.dll"

Figure 8 Execution of getcc.ps1

THE INITIAL VECTOR OF COMPROMISE
During the analysis of the point of entry, it became increasingly clear the ZOHO
ManageEngine Desktop Central had been abused: we found some of the malware files in
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the “bin” directory of that application, the PowerShell logs contain a command that
replaced some strings in the configuration file (Figure 9) and then that restarted the
application (Figure 10).

Figure 9 Replacement of strings in the configuration file of ManageEngine Desktop Central

Figure 10 Restart of the Desktop Central service
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However, we did not find anything that would explain how these came to be, at least not
on the server itself.
In our threat intel feeds, we found multiple references, for example [4] and [5],to two of
the IP addresses mentioned above. The corresponding articles had the same tools, the
same names and the same methodology as the one we were investigating. They also all
referred to CVE-2020-10189, that affects ZOHO ManageEngine Desktop Central before
version 10.0.474 [6]. In [5], FireEye attributes attacks with indicators identifiable to
APT41.

INDICATORS OF COMPROMISE
IOC

Type

176.123.3[.]104

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; Win64; x64; Trident/6.0)

IP
User-Agent
string
User-Agent
string

66.42.98[.]220

IP

74.82.201[.]8

IP

exchange.dumb1[.]com

Hostname

91(.)208.184(.)78

IP

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0; BOIE9;ENUS)

119[.]28[.]226[.]59

IP

3e856162c36b532925c8226b4ed3481c

md5

f87ab33491ee84c579cab9d87c7064a27a8ce371

sha1

d854f775ab1071eebadc0eb44d8571c387567c233a71d2e26242cd9a80e67309

sha256

51b3c05dfbdec9b322fb23e5122e91e1

md5

689f65ed8be272589de45fce634ceed45a5c8da8

sha1

9ca7aed35efb41971855154a04f604fcd1027ee41e04f057c295778c4d2f91dc

sha256

5909983db4d9023e4098e56361c96a6f

md5

0b83939510bd31939c91370c53fab25aa286ba08

sha1

f91f2a7e1944734371562f18b066f193605e07223aab90bd1e8925e23bbeaa1c

sha256

f88540e3cce5f236fad19b5a03d4df32

md5

e317d840aeb62c8c508d12c00c2d92ea5da559f6

sha1

e484374904253d9d1dab466b13de6058ec79ad28c023bb1920775d6eeac36505
343542cb50da23a31b462b14963061ad

sha256
Md5

d846ab0e7e46e0999ad0f3a98bc122df33fa3f67

Sha1

1342924ce7d5368e4e93a6fea4ef5c08e8baa94e511e83af91a4fb21dd76f9a8

Sha256

Storage Sync Service

String

Windows Update Medic Service Daily

String

3fdd9a45682dfe0b591771c8e8739971

MD5

a6dca7c1b90bf1c2d5981b2e899ac74d371882ee

SHA1

4550635143c9997d5499d1d4a4c860126ee9299311fed0f85df9bb304dca81ff

SHA256

88ef5955f8fa58e141da85580006b284

MD5

44759a6597bad3a287a7b82724a763208c599135

SHA1

806761850d19f0cc9f41618e74db471e85c494e952f900f827c1779f2d1c4d31

SHA256
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